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Kapitel 19: love trade

Giving and taking
receiving and making
being glad for what you get for giving
trying to offer more than your heart
right from the start

love trade

paying a touch with a kiss
sending thoughts if you miss
the other one
apparently gone
but never forever

love´s shade

a kiss means more than a touch
but no word as much
as a smile
for while
lasting in your heart

hate´s blade

nothing´s worth the same
not even if you claim
it wasn´t meant the way it goes
only the reaction shows
which feeling was given

lovers rate

a part of life often missunderstood
so what if you would
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want just to give
for the others to live
refusing to get
making them sad

trouble...selfmade

the other way wrong
the whole time as long
as you can´t except you have to pay
for every hug and every "Hey!"
at least with smile as an answer
to make it stay

heaven´s gate

so do lovers and their friends
holding hands
selling a kiss
for some bliss
just to give it right away
to the next along their way

just to sate

no one is immune to love
getting on a cloud above
but for the most different reasons
as the seasons
passing by

growing hate

so if you get nothing
but you´re giving
you are doing something wrong
as the others never getting
as their refuse keeps being strong

never too late

so start tomorrow selling bliss
keep on smiling stop to dis
but just to those deserving it
the ones thanking every bit
with at least a gesture of felicity
somewhere to find if you closely see

if you know the trade
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